
Yealink MVC III Series Microsoft Teams Rooms System on Windows
Tailored Voice and Video Experience for Diverse Meeting Rooms

The Yealink MVC II series is a bundle video solution for Microsoft Teams Rooms (MTR) that includes everything you need to interact, connect, and collaborate with 
internal and external users seamlessly and intelligently, covering every scenario from small to extra-large spaces.
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AI-powered Features

An intelligent tracking camera UVC86 supports Presenter Tracking, 
Speaker Tracking and Auto Framing feature, while VCM36 with built in 
Yealink Noise Proof technology, ensure all participants can been 
tracked, seen and heard with premium quality.

One CAT5e Easy Deployment

Yealink MVC system uses only one CAT5e cable, connecting the table area 
and TV area for a clean tabletop. Compared with USB cable, Yealink CAT5e 
cable can be extended up to 40 meters and costs much less. With the easy 
deployment, Yealink MVC system keeps your meeting room tidy and clean.

Yealink MVC system comes with flexible audio options for clients to cope with 
different scenarios, and suits different needs. Like wireless, ceiling or array mic 
for different rooms. Users can choose any Yealink voice device or audio 
solution from third-party providers including Shure, Biamp, QSC, SENNHEISER, 
Nuvera.

Compatible Audio Options 

Extra-large Rooms Solution

Yealink MVC960 offers tailored design multiple cameras solutions and
be-spoke audio systems to ensure everyone can be seen & heard equally
& clearly in an extra-large space. With up to 9 cameras setting up at the
same time, distance education is realized seamlessly

Wireless Content Sharing

Enjoy instant wireless sharing by simply plugging WPP20 dongle into PC to 
share content with a single touch. Customers are able to share anywhere in 
meeting room without distance restriction, even for X-Large room with up to 
4 wireless presentation dongle for each MTouch II, and they can also 
smoothly switch between wired presentation and wireless presentation.

ANY PLATFORM YOU LIKE
BYOD Solutions

Find out more
Plug and play to enjoy Yealink premium meeting room solution in 
any meeting platform.

Meeting Control Integration

Integrated with AV platforms including Extron, QSC, AMX and Shure, 
Yealink MVC series offers more flexibility and possibilities for users 
control needs with unified meeting control experience.
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